LEARN THE ABCS OF IDENTIFYING SICK PIGS

ASK YOUR VETERINARIAN ABOUT ATTENDING AN ABC PIG WORKSHOP
Zoetis has developed a system for identifying sick pigs in your operation that need treatment...

IT’S CALLED ABC PIG.

Learning the ABCs of identifying these pigs earlier helps you make treatment choices that can lead to better responses. And timely treatment makes better use of your time and money, and keeps productive, healthier animals in your herd.

HOW DO I SIGN UP?
Talk to your veterinarian, or Zoetis Territory Manager, about when the next ABC Pig program is planned for your area.
WHAT IS ABC PIG?

ABC Pig is a system to identify and classify pigs that need treatment. Classifying pigs as an A pig, B pig or C pig helps you understand how well they are likely to respond to treatment.

ABC Pig was developed by Zoetis, and is part of a larger program called Individual Pig Care – the concept of assessing and treating each pig individually, to ensure they have the right treatment at the right time for the right reason.

HOW DOES THE PROGRAM WORK?

Your veterinarian, together with a Zoetis Territory Manager, organizes an ABC Pig training session and invites swine producers in the area.

The program involves a 30-minute training video, which allows you to learn the ABC concept and practice it with other producers, and receive some on-farm tools to help you put the ABC Pig program to work in your operation. There is no charge for this program.

WHAT WILL I LEARN?

• How to tell the difference between A, B and C pigs
• How well each type of pig will respond to treatment
• How to give proper treatment to A, B and C pigs
• How to use ABC pig tools in your barn
THE NEXT MEETING IS:

Date: 

Time: 

Location: 

TALK TO YOUR VETERINARIAN TODAY ABOUT THE ABC PIG PROGRAM, PRESENTED BY ZOETIS.
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